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the elevators pumping up
and down the long shafts
resembled pistons in the
chamber of a heart
the residents moving
along the corridors were
the cells in a network of
arteries, the lights in their
apartments the neurones
of a brain

the high-rise was a huge
machine designed to
serve, not the collective
body of tenants, but the
individual resident in
isolation

BEN WHEATLEY
Brighton, December 2015
It was a treat working with Clint on High-Rise, from the first chat via
Skype. In which I forgot the name of... fuck I’ve forgotten it now...
I need to see a neurologist... the famous one... fuck... Aronofsky...
it’s a nightmare, it’s lost from my head, I spent an hour trying to
remember Kate Winslet’s name a few months ago... agonising... I was
on a bus and I just thought... who is the star of Titanic... I bet I can’t
remember (and I fucking couldn’t)... it’s called Requiem for a Dream.
Thank God, there we go. I remember talking to Clint and could feel it
looming... that film is a scratched track on my memory... I thought...
the conversation is moving towards that film I can’t ever remember
the name of... I saw Clint’s pixeley face in LA pause as I stammered. I
thought, I’ve totally fucked it. Can’t remember his most famous film...
insane... but... it’s not like I didn’t have all the soundtracks. “Do you
mean Requiem for a Dream?” he said, putting me out of my misery.
Yeah... he must have really loved the book to want to work with me
after that.
I’m such a fan of Mr. Mansell (brain damaged memory lapses
notwithstanding). I grew up listening to PWEI and was intrigued when
I saw his name on Pi as the composer. I remember seeing it at the
Duke of York’s in Brighton when it came out and it was astounding.
From there he went from strength to strength; in my opinion the
soundtrack for Moon is as perfect a score as you can get. Twitter
played a big part in the soundtrack for High-Rise. I chatted to both
Clint and Geoff Barrow of Portishead through Twitter in the months
running up to making the film. I don’t think I would have dared to
try and contact them through their management. They seemed
like untouchable parts of the culture operating in another sphere
from me entirely. And yet through Twitter there they were! Clint
was following me and so when he said he liked A Field in England
and I could email him directly... I did. My email: Hey Clint glad you
liked the film. I’ve got a fat Spotify list with all your scores : ) been
listening since PWEI. And that was the first step on the road that
led us to working together! Incredible. To clarify... I also own all the
soundtracks : )
We worked on the film from January 2015, demos bouncing back and
forth, and I went to his studio in LA and sat in a jet-lagged inter-zone
as we worked on the cues. It was a great experience. I guess the way
to describe it in terms of collaboration is one between director and
actor... I direct... I don’t DO, so when I work with the actors I prod
and suggest and support, and they give. Clint was really open and
ready to get to the bottom of the project. I was surprised by how
open he was, and I should have known better. But hey, before I hadn’t
sat gimlet-eyed in his studio. He was CLINT MANSELL! Soundtrack
colossus.
It was really exciting as each of the tracks started to appear over the
following weeks. High-Rise was a film that due to schedule had ended
up with a lot of the dreaded ‘temp’ music. Film editors and directors
like to lard their movies up with soundtracks from other films while they
work to make them more palatable for financiers and execs to watch.
I’d managed to avoid this on my other films pretty much, but on HighRise there it was. Demos have a hard job usurping polished temp that
has been sitting in the cut for months. It’s like a narcotic that you have
to wean yourself off. When the REAL and original music turns up you
have to slam it in and go cold turkey. The new soundtrack however
quickly overwhelmed the old. The next stage was recording with
the orchestra. We decamped to Mol in Belgium to record and mix. I
met Clint’s long time collaborators Matt Dunkley and Geoff Foster. I
settled into for what is for me one of the most pleasurable parts of the
filmmaking process: SOUND! It was great to watch Clint, Geoff and

Matt work. To be in the middle of quite a stressful machine (always
a lot of music to record and not a lot of time... imagine the
world’s most expensive cab ride for levels of anxiety). Watching
skilled creative people do their job is a great pleasure, and when
you are largely pointless in the process (what can I do at this
point... grab a triangle and say I’ve got an idea!?), it just feels like
a massive privilege. Being around that many classically trained
musicians is a buzz in itself, especially when you are as devoid of
musical talent as I am. The evenings were spent in quiet monkish
contemplation of what had just happened. This was a surprise also, I
had imagined it would be a bit more rock and roll. But no. Early beds
and lots of rehydrating water ready for the next day’s labour. A few
months after Mol and the soundtrack was married to the film in the
final mix, but the process really ended with the premiere at Toronto
Film Festival. The soundtrack sounded incredible in the cinema. I was
very fucking happy indeed.
So here you have in your hand a lovely heavy vinyal... fuck...
the word I can never remember how to spell... vinyl, or one of
those anachronistic silver discs. The soundtrack in its raw form,
away from the film. You can use it to imagine you are Robert
Laing as you walk around your apartment. Feel the Mansellian
unease ooze from your speakers. Revel in the sound of a
bombastic and hubristic 70s that was doomed to failure. Enjoy.
CLINT MANSELL
Los Angeles, December 2015
I grew up in the West Midlands of England in the 1970s, where
buildings like Birmingham’s Rotunda captured both a dystopian
future and a bleak present. Add the collage cut ups of Linder Sterling,
a soundtrack supplied by Bowie’s ‘Low’, Siouxsie & The Banshees’
‘The Scream’, Joy Division’s ‘Unknown Pleasures’, and it was nigh on
impossible not to feel we were the children of JG Ballard & RD Laing,
or, indeed, Dr Robert Laing. Taking English Literature in the early
80s, I’d read the course books of William Golding, John Keats, and,
my personal favorite, Milton’s Paradise Lost. My English tutor, Mr
Ryan, pushed a progressive reading list on us, so I’d been introduced
to Ballard’s work - I don’t think it was on the syllabus at that time,
or if it is now, or has ever been? At that time, I couldn’t have known
how prescient his work was/is. I just loved the bleak psychology of
Ballard. I lived in my own head, I still do, and it was easy to put myself
in Ballard’s world. His dystopian portrayals of urban alienation, and
the draining effect of the Modern World, of modern relationships,
were like he was writing my world.
I’d heard of an English filmmaker named Ben Wheatley, who did it
‘his’ way and I was intrigued. I would have loved Sightseers based
on the accents alone, Kill List gave me some of the most vivid
nightmares I’ve ever had, and by the time Reece Shearsmith came
out of that tent in A Field In England I was a True Believer! The idea of
a Ballard-Wheatley-Mansell alliance was more than I could have ever
imagined back in those dusty corridors back in the 70s/80s - not to
mention the wonderful script adaptation by Amy Jump, Laurie Rose’s
stunning cinematography, and Martin Pavey’s sublime sound design.
It was a dream come true. When the opportunity arrived, sadly, it
came at a time of personal trauma, and I had to pass on the project.
The universe, however, had other plans. Ben gave me the space, the
time, and the understanding to find my way into the film. He’s exactly
what one looks for in a collaborator. The music becomes a true
joint adventure where you end up in a place you could never have
imagined at the beginning of the journey. It has taken many years to
bring High-Rise to the screen. Producer Jeremy Thomas never gave
up on the project. I couldn’t be more proud to have been part of the
team that he put together to make it happen.

part of its appeal lay all too
clearly in the fact that this was
an environment built, not for man,
but for man’s absence

laing was constantly aware
of the immense weight of
concrete stacked above him,
and the sense that his body
was the focus of the lines
of force running through
the building

living in high-rises required
a special type of behaviour,
one that was acquiescent,
restrained, even perhaps
slightly mad
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